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London Sights
PageRage: London Sights Layout Union Jack
Hail Britannia PageRage style
Were you like me, getting up middle of the night to make sure you didn’t miss one minute of the marriage of
Kate Middleton and Prince William? If you haven’t guessed, I love all things British, especially London. The
Royal Wedding certainly did not disappoint. Bring on the pomp and ceremony; I can’t get enough. The
wedding was like one big fairy tale, though it would have added a bit more to this fairy tale wedding if Kate
had arrived at Westminster Abbey in a horse drawn carriage and not by car.
In any case, here I am thousands of miles from London ‘across the pond,” waiting for the day I too will be
able to walk into Westminster Abbey, as a tourist of course not the future Queen of England. To keep myself
upbeat until I take off for the UK, I recently downloaded one of the PageRage London backgrounds for my
Facebook page. No one will doubt where my sentiments lie when they click on my profile. PageRage makes
it possible to further my bond with the Brits and inspire me to continue to save for my transatlantic journey.
PageRage actually offers a number of Facebook backgrounds for London. It was really hard to decide which
of the iconic PageRage London layouts to select. The London Bridge and Big Ben backgrounds were
tempting. There was even a layout for William and Kate’s wedding. In the end, I chose the Union Jack
PageRage layout.
Fortunately, PageRage is so easy to use that I can easily change to one of their other London backgrounds
anytime. My being a London groupie aside, I’m really glad that one of my friends suggested PageRage. As
much as I use Facebook, I wanted some way to personalize my page. My picture tells you something about
my fondness for the Brits. I’m wearing one of those outrageous hats that are all the rage at British weddings
and the opening day of Ascot. Still I wanted to make a stronger statement about my British style.
PageRage is easy to download and use
Using PageRage is a breeze. Download the free browser app that was specifically developed to let you install
PageRage on your computer. After you’ve installed the app, log into your Facebook page and then browse
around PageRage to check out all various options. London backgrounds are among hundreds you can choose.
You can also select layouts that represent holidays, music, flowers, sports and many others. You’ll be able to
personalize your Facebook page and change it to suit any mood or your latest post. Post something about
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Halloween and customize your page with PageRage to reinforce it.
PageRage is a free ad-supported website which means that ads will appear on your Facebook page. These
won’t be the same ads that Facebook brings up. If you don’t want to see the ads, for a one-time fee of $1.99,
your backgrounds will be ad-free with PageRage Premium.
I expect you’ll want to head over PageRage now and start exploring your options. The more people using
PageRage will ensure that Facebook is even more fun and memorable. After all if a picture paints a thousand
words, PageRage backgrounds speak volumes!
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